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Abstract. We prove a unique existence theorem of classical solu-
tions to some Neumann problem oflinear hyperbolic-parabolic coupled
systems with coefficientsin Sobolev spaces and energy estimates
are also obtained. This paper gives a preparation for solving some
nonlinear hyperbolic-parabolic coupled system with Neumann bound-
ary condition.
§0. Introduction.
Let Q be a domain in an n-dimensional Euclidean space, its boundary F
being a C°°and compact hypersurface. Let x=(xu ■■■,xn) and t denote a point
of Rn and a time, respectively. For differentiations we use the symbols dt=





A^j^didfu H(f)- AP°H{t)didtu u{t)=fP(S)
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Here and hereafter T is a positive constant and u=(ftH, uP) is a real vector-
valued function: uH = t(uin,■■■,uHmH), uP―t{uPu--,uPmp) (£M means the
transposed of M). Vi{x)(i=l, ■■■,n) are real valued functions in C (Rn) such
that v(x)=(vi(x), ■･･,vn(x)) represents the unit outer normal to F at xe/1.
The functions are assumed to be real-valued. The sub and superscrips i, j
take all values from 1 to n. The sub or superscripts / and / (resp. k) refer
to all integers from 1 to n (resp. from 0 to n+1). Below, / will always refer
to a closed interval containing [0, T] strictly,say /=[―z, T+r] (t>0). And
K will always refer to the fixed integer ^[≪/2]+2, which represents the order
of regularity of solutions and coefficientsof operators J.E(t)and &E{t) (E =
H, P). We assume that
(A.l7) A%(t)=A$(f, x), A$(t)=A%(t, x) and B°H(t)=B°H(t,x) are mHXmH ma-
trices,AWPh+＼t)= A$Phl(t,x) and B^p＼t)=B^{t, x) are mHXmP matrices,
AP(t) = Ap{t, x), A*At) = AlAt, x), APn+1(t)= APn+i(t,x) and By＼t) =
BP+1(t, x) and Bp+1(t)=BP+1(t, x) are mPXmP matrices, and APjH(t)=
A^ffit,x), BPH(t) = BPH(t, x) and BPH{t)=BlPH{t, x) are mPXmH matrices.
AfL and AP are decomposed as follows: A^L―AlEkLoo+AliLs and AP=
Ab+Afo where AhkLoo,A°Paaei<B°°(IXQ)and AfLS, A°pSzeYk-u1(I; Q).
BEL(=YK-U1/XI;F). Here E, L^{H, P) and subscripts HH and PP
mean H and P, respectively.
jSk(G) denotes the set of bounded functions in CK(G) whose derivatives up to
K are also everywhere bounded in G. For any interval / and Hilbert space X,
L°°(J;X) and Lip{J; X) denote the set of all Z-valued functions which are
measurable and bounded everywhere in / and Lipschitz continuous in / in the
sense of the strong topoloy of X, respectively. Put Hr(G) denotes the usual
Sobolev space over G or order r^R with norm II･L G.
Iu(/;G)-SCfc(/;//I+r-s(G));
Zl'r(J;G)= C＼J ; Hr~＼G))r＼ n C＼J; Hl+r~＼G));
k=0
Y'-rUT;G) = L-V;Hr(G));
YUr(J, G)={u(t)^Xl-1-r(J; G)＼d＼u{t)^L-U ; Hl+r~'(G))
nUp(J ; Hl +r-j-＼G)) for 0£j^l-l}
for 1^0 integer, rei?.
For any function space S, we denote a product space Sx ･･･XS by also S.
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Put ||-||ri0=||-||rand JH|o=IHI- (,) denotes the usual inner product of L＼Q) =
H＼Q). We assume that
(A.2/) lA$=A% (E=H, P), tA$=Ai$, lAP=AP, tB°H= B°H;
(A.3/,5) there exist positive constants 80, 81 and 82 such that
(Ay＼t)djUE,diUE^MElti-SoWnEW2 (E=H, P),
A°P(t,x)^8Jmp
for any t≪=I,x<=Q and uE^H2(Q), where Imp is the identity matrix
of mPXmP;
(A.47) Bij-^rViA^O for any (t,i)6/xf.
When we solve a Neumann problem of quasilinear hyperbolic parabolic coupled
systems, the present problem appears in the linearized problem, so that we
shall prove a unique existence theorem of solutions to (N) and energy inequalities.
The equations (N) contain a model of a linear thermoelastic equation as a
physical example. In proving the existence, our argument is parallel to Shibata
[2]. This paper is organized as follows. In §1, we state our basic notation,
define the compatibility condition and state main results. In §2, we explain
the method of getting the firstenergy inequality briefly. §3 is devoted to the
proof of the existence theorem for some ellipticboundary value systems. In
§4, we derive the energy inequalities of higher order. In §5, we prove an
existence theorem of solutions to (N).
§1. Notation and main results.
First, we shall explain our notations. Let L and M be integers 2^0.
DLdMu = {d{daxu, j+＼a＼£L + M, j^L);
DLdMu = (d{daxu, j+＼a＼=L+M, j^L).
For any integer /^0 and cre(0, 1), put ^J+CT(G)= {v^$＼G)＼ ＼v＼<x>.i+c,g<00)
where





vi≫,i,o+ s sup J-"J";"/ "^
We write ||･ iU,ua,G= I ･ L,i+a,o, I ･ U,i+a,i― I ･ U, j+<T,/xfiand <->oo,i+a,/―I ･ oo,i+a,ixr
















Hence we also use |■Il.s.j.gas the norm of XL'S{J; G). In the same way, we
use ＼'＼L-i,*+i.j.Q+＼di~1-＼i.*-i,j,aas the norm of ZLt＼J; G). Put ＼u＼LiSiJ=
＼u＼l,s,j,qand (vs)L,s,J―＼v＼L,s,J,r-We denote the norm of Hr(F) by ||-||r>r=
≪-≫rand ≪･≫,=≪･≫.<,> denotes the inner product of L＼D=H＼D. But,
when n―1, ((-))rstands for the absolute value |･| for any r^R. Let us use
the same notations to denote various norms of vector or matrix valued func-




















for ^e[0, 1). C = C(---) denotes various constants depending essentially on the
quantities appearing in the bracket. Let us define the first energy norm
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IIM0IIS(o=G4£(s)tfK0, "j#)).
For the space of solutions, we put
EL(J ; Q)= {HH^XL-°U ; Q)＼d^D'uH^L＼J ; H^＼r))}
X{uP<EZL-l-＼J;Q)＼dl;-luP<=L2U;H＼Q))}.







+ |!af-1Mp(s)||f)rfs for L^2.
Jo
Now, we shall explain the compatibility condition which M//o,uH1, uPo, fE and
gE (E = H, P) should satisfy in order that solutions to(N) exist. For a moment,
we assume that a solution u = (uH, uP) to (N) exists and that
(1.2) ueeEl([0,T);Q) for 2£L^K.
Put
(1.3) uHM=dtuH(0) (0£M^L), uPM=diIuP(0) (O^M^L-1),
which are represented in terms of initialdata, right members f H, fP and their
derivatives. In fact, for O^M^L―2,
M /M＼
1=0 ＼ I /
+d＼AjHP{R)djupM-i}+5f///(O);
lA%(O)diZHx+i-i





Since uH^XL-＼l0, T);Q), UP(=ZL-10＼[Q,T);Q),
(1.4) uHM^HL-M{Q) (O^M^L);
upmzeHl-m(Q) (O^M^L-2), upl^L＼Q)




for O^M^L-2, which follows from (1.2), A% and Ai^XK-i-＼I＼ Q) and BnH+P＼
B°P,BPH and BPH^XK-'i'll＼I; F). In view of the trace theorem to the bound-
ary, the boundary condition in (N) requires that
(1.5) dfiviAmdjtiH+BfrAmp+BMdtti^lt^dfgHiO) on F,
d?I(viAP＼t)djuP+B°PH(t)dtuH+BPII(t)diUn
+ Byi(t)uP(t))＼t=o=d?gP(Q) on r,
for 0^M<L―2. Such conditions are also represented in terms of initialdata,
right members ]E, gE (E―H, P) and their derivatives. When (1.5) holds, we
say that iiH0,iiH1, fE and gE (E~H, P) satisfy the compatibility condition of
order L―2 to (N). For the sake of simplicity, by DL{J) let us denote the set




fE^XL^＼J;Q), gE^XL-^'＼J; T) (E=H,P);
(1.6b) df'1/^ L＼J ; L＼Q)), dt'gE^ L＼J; L＼F)) (E=H. P);
(1.6c) uHo, uH＼,upo, fE and gE (E=H, P) satisfy the compatibility
condition of order L―2 to (N),
where / is a time interval containing 0 and contained in /. We shall state our
main results.
Theorem 1.1. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4) are valid. Let L be an integers
[2, /C]. Then, for a given system (uHo> uHu uPo, fE, gE, £=//.p)eDL([0, T)) of
data for (N). (N) admits a unique solution u ―t{uu, Up)^EL([0, T); Q).
Theorem 1.2. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4) are valid. Let L be an integer
e[2, K~] and u ―{uH, uP)<=EL{[Q, T); Q). Let p. be a small number e(0, [n/2]
+ 1-M/2) for n^2, and 0 for n = l. Put fE(t)=JlE(t)[u(t)l and gE(t) = BE(t)[_u{t)~]
(E―H, P). Assume that
(1.7) dr7*eL2([0, T); L2(i2)), af-^eL8([0, T); //^^D) (E=H, P).
Then, there exist constants
C1 = C1(T, 80>du 8i,r, JM(1 + ju,/)) and CL=CL(T, 80,dltdj＼ M^{K), MS(K))
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for L^2 such that the following two inequalitiesare valid for any £efO, T)








(1.8b) P(O!II£^CL{P(O)||||+ 2 (＼/e＼ £-2,0[0,O + <(^£)£-2,l/2,C0, {])








+ H9f-22p(s)ll?+≪51df-1Ms)≫£1/2}ds for L^2.
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§2. The firstenergy inequality.
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that (A.I/), (A.2/), (A.3/,a) and (A.47) are valid.
Let p be a small number e(0, 1) for n^2 and 0 for n = l. Let u=z(uH, wP)e
E2([0, T); Q). Then, there exists a constant C depending only on T, d0> 8U o2, F
and JM{l-＼-[i,/) such that the following two estimates are valid for £e[0, T):










The following theorem was already obtained in [1].
Theorem 2.2. Let /' = [―r/2, T + r/2]. In stead of (A.I,), we assume ^a?
(A.i;0 AlEkL(t,x), A°P(jt,x)(=3°°(I'xQ), BkEL(t, x)er(/'xD.
In addition, (A.2/0, (A.3/',5') and (A.4/-) are valid. Let pi be a small number
e(0, 1) for n^>2, anof 0 /or n = l. Then, there exists a constant C = C(T, d'o,8'u
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<?2,JH(l+fi, /'), F, fi) such that (2.1) and (2.2) are valid for any u = (uI{, uP)&
E2([0, T);Q) and fe[O, T).
Using Theorem 2.2 and the following lemma concerning an approximation
of the coefficients of the operators J.E(t) and <BE{i) {E ―H, P), we can prove
Theorem 2.1 in the same way as in [[2] p. 295-p. 296].
Lemma 2.3. Assume that (A.l7), (A.27), (A.3/,,0 and (A.47) are valid. Then,
there exists a number 2"0>0 and sequences of matrices:
M£W, {A%Jt(zm^rxQ) M£W, (^)cCi/;//≫(fl)),
{BkELa}c:C°°(r;H%r)), where I' = [_t/2, T+r/2] anrf ae(0, JO),
having the following properties :




















I') i ^Paloo.i + fi,!
―o
^CM{l+fi, I) for any ae(O, Io).
(c) there existsa sequence {k(o)} of positive numbers which tends to zero as
a―>0 and has the following property: if we put
A%a(t, x)= A}La(t, x)+ A%So(jt,x)-K(a)vi(x)Imu ,
then A%0(t, x) and B°Ha(t,x) satisfy(AAr) for any <re(O, Io);
(d) // we put
Ag(t, x)=A^(t, x)+A^Sa(t, x) {E=H, P),
then there exist constants 8'0>8[ and d'2depending only on d0, du 82, Mm{K)
and MS(K), and independent of a such that A}$0{t,x) and A°Pa(t,x) satisfy
(A.3/',§>)for any #ge(O,Io);
(e) Ai{, A}?a, A%a and B°Ha satisfy the (A.2/0 for any ae(0, I0) and i, j=l,
n
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Proof. On the coefficients of the boundary operators, using the local
coordinate systems, we reduce the approximation process to the half-space case
(xn>0), and then we mollify the coefficientsby means of the usual Friedrichs
method with respect to (t, x'),x'―(xu ･･･, xn_i). Since the coefficientsof JLn(t)
and Jlp(t)are defined on IxQ, we extend them to IxRn by well-known Lions'
method, and then we mollify them with respect to if, x). In this manner, we
obtain the required approximations. For details,see the proof of Lemma 2.3
in [21 M
§3. Elliptic boundary value problem.
When we prove the further regularity of solutions to (N), it is a key the
existence theorem of the following problem:
(3.1*)
＼VHo(t), , VHM +l(t)]











VP0(t), ･･･, VPM(t) J
~Vm{t), , VfiM+i(t)~＼
＼=gPM(t) on JxT,
Vpoit), ･･･ VPM(t) ＼
for 0<LM^LNi, where Jd, NX is an integer e[0, K― 3], and
rwo, , vHM+i(ty
+^^[^0(0, ･･･, vPM{t)-];
＼VHo{t), , VHM +l(t)~＼














= 21 , )[#>%(0W -*(0+#4j,V0d<iW+i-*(0]









Q%M(t)[VHo(t), ･･･ VHM +l(f)l
M /M＼












Vhn1+u vHn1+2, Vpn1+u f hm,
Jpm, giiM and gPM (O^M^NO are vectors of given
functions. vHo(t), ■･･,vHNl{t), vP0(t),■■■,vPN}(t) are vectors of unknown func-
tions. We shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that (A.1)-(A.3) are valid. Let JVi and Nz he integers
such that O^Nif^K―3 and N1-＼-2^N2^K. Then, there exist constantsIhm, ^pm
(O^M^A^i) having the following properties: Let t be any fixed time in J. If
Jhm, fpM^HN>-M-＼Q), gnu, gPMZEHN*-M-3<＼n (O^M^JVx), vHNl+l^HN^^-l(Q)
1=1, 2, vPNl+1^HN2~Nl~＼Q), then (3.1) admits a unique system [v0) ■■■,vNl]<=
HNHQ)X ■■■y.HNi~NHQ) (vm={vhm, Vpm)) of a solution having the estimate
(3.2)













where C = C(AHo, ･･･, %hnv ApQ,■■■,&pnv 8u d0, MJJt), Ms{K)). Furthermore, in
addition to what we have assumed, we assume that Nx-＼-3^N2^K. If f'HM(t),
fPM{t)GX^N*-M-＼J;Q), gnuit), gpu{t)^X^N^M-"＼J ; D (Q^M^N,), vHNl+l(t)
e^i^2-^i-i-i(/;fi) /=it 2, vPNl+1(t)^ZUN*-Ni-2(J;Q), then (3.1) admits a uni-
que system [v&＼ ■■■,y.＼l(f)]^lpiVl(/;S)X ･･･XX1-N^N^＼J; Q) of o solution
having the estimate:
(3.3) S }＼＼dktVHM(t)＼＼N,-M-k+ ＼＼dktVpM{t)＼＼N,-M-k}




fo any ife/ and k=0, 1




By induction on Nu we shall prove the first assertion. Assume
Let N be an integer <s[2, N2]. We consider the following equa-
(3.4)
1 vtA%(t)djvHo=Gno on F.
If Pm<=HN~＼Q) and &H0<=HN-*'*(r), by Theorem 3.6in [2] we see that there
exists a XH0>0 depending only on du 80,M^{K), MS{K) and independent of t^J
such that for any X^Am, (3.4) admits a unique solution vm^HN(Q) and
(3.5) ||^0lU^C{|!F//0|U-2 + <(5//0)),V-3/2},
where C = C(X0, du d0, MM(K), MS(K)). Assume that vP0 belongs to HN(Q).
Since vHi^HN^HQ), applying (Ap. 1) and (Ap. 3) in [2] with a=K-l, B=r=
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Therefore, Let Vhoo=Vh°o(vpo) be a solution to (3.4) with FHo ―Aff^ifidiVpo and
6m=-B%+P1(t)vp0, v%l=v%＼{vHl) a solution
to (3.4) with Pm = A^(t)divHl and
&no = ―B°H(t)vHi, and vrH^―vrHb(f''m,gHo,
i)H2) a solution to (3.4) with FHo―fm
―Vhz and GHQ~gHo- In each case, Pm and GHo belong to HN~2(Q) and
HN~3/2(r), respectively. Since the equations are linear, the uniqueness of solu-
tions implies that v%＼ and vf°0are linear maps from HN~l(Q) to HN(Q). More-
over, they satisfy the following inequalities:
i|0#o(^/n)lliv^C||≪tfi||i＼r-i,＼＼vJao(.Vpo)＼＼ff^C＼＼vPo＼＼ir-i,
＼＼VH0＼＼N£C(＼＼fm＼＼N^+ igHn}N-3l2+＼＼VH2＼＼N-2).
Here C = C(XH0, Su 80, M^CK), MS{K)). Using these solutions, we consider the
following enuation :
-di{A)i{t)djvP,)-A%I{t)didjvp^{vPa)~A)?+＼t)divP6+XP0vP(i
=fp*-AKt)vPl + A%{t)d3J{vh() + v%l(vHl)) + AiP0H{t)divHl in Q
VrAiMdJvPn + BiPH(t)divpA(vPn) + Bl+l(t)vpn
gpo-BiPlI(t)dt(vrHO + v%1o(vHl))-B°PHvIn
where vP0 is regarded as a vector of unknown functions.
on F,
Employing the same
arguments as above, by Theorem 3.6 in [2] we see that there exists a ^po>0
depending only on dx, d0. M^K), MS(K) and independent of t^J such that
for any X^XP0, (3.6) admits a unique solution vPo^HN2(Q). Let us denote a
solution to (3.6) with fEo=gEo=O (E=H, P), vm=0 (i.e. v£0=0) and yP1=0 by
v^―v^{vhi)- And let us denote a solution to (3.6) with yffl= 0 by vP0=
Vpo(?ho, gHo, fpo, gpo, vH2, vP1). They satisfy the following inequalities:
＼＼v＼Xvhi)U^C＼＼vHi＼＼N-i;
＼＼Vpo(?IIo,Silo,fpo, gPo, Vin, VPl)＼＼N
^C{|!///0|Lv-2+!i/JPolU-2+ ((#^o))Ar-3/2+ ((^Po))Ar-3/2
+ ＼＼Vp,Wn-i+ WVhvWm-v).
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where C = C{Xm, XPa, du d0, MJJC), MS(K)). Put
^0 = ^0 + ^0 + ^0 ,
Rho ―RHoifm, 8ho, fpo, Up0, vHi, Vp1)= VHoJrVH°o(Vpo),
R?n(VfTA) = V?≪, Rpo(?H≪. />o, Mho, Mp≪, VHt, VPl) = VrP0
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VPo― RP0 +ivp0 ,
then vPo satisfies the equations (3.6), and
(3.7) ＼＼RhoU + ＼＼RPOU^C{＼＼fm＼＼N_z+＼＼fPO＼＼N^+((gHo))N-m
+ {gpo))ir-sit+＼＼VHi＼＼if-i+＼＼Vpi)＼rr-s},
WRSlWN + WR&h^CWvmU.!.
(3.8) ＼＼i>Ho＼＼if+ ＼vpo＼＼rf^C{＼＼Vtis＼＼if-2+ ＼＼viii＼＼if-i+ ＼＼vpi＼＼if-2
+ ＼＼fHo＼＼lf-2+＼＼?Po＼＼N-2+ {§Ho))N-S/i+ ((§Po))N-m} ･
Moreover, RrH0 and RPn satisfy (3.10) with vH1=0. R%1 and R%& satisfy (3.10)
with fEo=gEo=Q (E―H, P) and vH2=vP1―0, vm and vP0 satisfy (3.10)-
Assume that l^Ni^K―3 and that the first assertion is valid for smaller
values of Nu Let N be a integer such that Ny+l^N^Ni. Then it follows
from induction assumption that for any fEM^HN~M-＼Q), gEM^HN-M-^＼D,
vHNl^HN-N^Q), vIINl+1^HN-N^1(Q) and vPNl^HN-N^{Q) there exist constants
^o, ･･･, ^iVj-^O independent of
Jem, Sem, vEnx and vHn1+i such that the
equa-
tions (3.1 at) admit a solution vHM, vPM^HN~M(Q), where M―0, ■■■,Ni ―l and
E=H, P. And also by induction assumption we known that (3.2) holds by
replacing A^ with A^ ―1.
with fEM―gEM―O (M―0
Let us denote a solution to (3.1^) (M=0, ･■･, N1 ―1)
A^-l, E=H, P), vHNl+1=0 and vPN =0 by R%nm
=Rhm1(vhn1) and RpM1=RpM1(vHN1)- And also let us denote a solution to
(3.1*) (M=0, -, Nx-1) with vHNl=0 by
Rhm = Rhm(Vhn1 +i, Vpnv /em, Mem, e=h,p, m=i.-.n1-i)',
RpM = RpM(VHN1 +l, VPNV fEM, gEM, E=H,P, ilf=l,...,iVj-l)･
Each Re'mKvhn,) (E=H, P) is a linear map from HN~N^Q) to HN~M{Q)f and













Here, C = C(XEo, ･･･,^en^u e=h.p, 8lt 80,M^{K), MS(K)). The general solutions
to (3.1ir)(M=0, ･･･,Ni-1) can be written as follows: vHu=R%u1+Rhm, Vpu=
RpMl+Rpji> Substituting vHM, vPM (Af=O, ･･･,Nx―1) into the equations (3.1^),
we have the equations for unkown vHn, '■
(R^Kvhn,), -, R%nn＼-i(vHNi),vHNv 0]
(3.12) -PhnA I+ZhnJhn^Fh,









RP0, ･■･, RPNl-i, vPN
J
Here, vHN%+1^HN-N^1(Q)> vHNlUO)^HN-N^＼Q) are given, and especiallywe
assume that vPNl^HN'i~Nl~1{Q). First,we shallprove the existenceof a weak
solutionvHn1^H1(Q) by the variationalmethod.





V?(pB, uh)=(Fh, uh)+(Gh, uh) for any uH^H＼Q)
V?[.dH, uH-]=Bf[t, vH, uH-]+ C?{t, vH, uH)+C$(t, vBt uH)
Bflt, vH, uH-]=(A%(t)djVH, dfiH)+k(vH, uH);
(3.14c) C?(f, vH, uh) = (PhnA ＼,uH)
-N&dtAtiWdfiB, uH)
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To estimate Cx and C2, we use the following facts: Let L be an integer
e[l, Nt-Nr＼. If vH^HL(Q), then
(3.15a) KdtAM)divH＼＼L^ + ＼＼PHNl





Here and hereafter, we use the same letter C to denote various constants de-
pending on XEo,■■■,jLsifi-1,(E=H, P), du 80, MJJC) and MS(K). In fact, since





letting l^k<LNlt applying (Ap. l)-(Ap. 3) in [2] and using (3.16), we
have (3.15). Noting that ＼B?[vH, uH~＼＼^C＼＼vHU＼nH＼U, by (3.15) with L=l, we
have
(3.17) ＼V?lvH, u^l^CWvHhWujjh for all vH, uH^H＼Q).
By Schwartz's inequality and (3.15), we have for any s>0:
(3.18a) ＼C?(f, vH, vh)＼^C＼＼vhU＼vh＼＼^＼＼vh＼＼＼+C{s)＼＼VhV;
(3.18b) ＼C?(t, vH, ^I^CH^IKP^^ell^llf+CCe)!!^!!8.
Noting that ＼Bf[t, vH, vh~＼＼~^1?)i.＼＼vh＼＼＼for Z>d0 and taking e>0 so small, we see
that there exists a X&yO depending only on /tEo,■■･,Xen^i (E=H, P), dh d0,
MJiK) and MS(K) such that
(3.19) WRvH, vhII^-WvhWI
for any vH^H＼Q) and ^>^}. From (3.17) and (3.19), we see that V? is a




Here and hereafter, we put
2
A= S l|yffJV1+rlU2-(iV1+o + ll^i'Ar1|U2_Ar1-i
1=1





In fact, from (Ap. l)-(Ap. 3) in [2] and (3.11) with N=NZ we have (3.20). In
particular, since N2-~N1―2^0, applying the Lax and Milgram theorem to (3.13),
we see that there exists a unique vH satisfying (3.13) provided that X>X^＼
Furthermore, combining (3.19),(3.20) and (3.13)with uH―vn, we see that ＼＼vH＼＼i
<LCA. Employing the same argument as in a proof of Theorem 3.8 in [2], we
see that there exists a !HNl>max(X(i}), 80) depending only on 8U 80, Mm(K),
MS{K), Xbo,■■-,hN1-i,(E=H, P) such that for any X^XHNl, ＼＼vh＼＼n2-n^CA
and vH^HN*-Ni{Q). For any vPNl^HN^N^-＼Q), X^XHNl, this is a solution
i>HNl to (3.12). Summing up, we see that the equations (3.1^) A/=0, ･･･,Nx ―1
and (3.12) can be solved when vHNi+1(eHn*-Ni~1(Q) (1=1,2), vPNv vPNi+i<b
H"t-Ni-＼Q)t fEM^HN*-M-＼Q), gEM<EHN*-M-s'Xr) (M=0, ■■･,M-l, E=H, P),




(WvhmWnz-m + WvpmWnz-i +^ WvhnJnz-n^CA .
Hence, we denote a solution to (3.JU) (M=0, ･■･, Ni―1) and (3.12) with Vhn^
vhn1+2=0,
fEx=0,
gEM=0 (M=0, ･･･, M-l, E=H, P) and Jhn^Shn^O by
Sg^=SSp(vPNl) and S^^S^K^iVj) (Af=0, ■･-, A^-1). And we denote a
solution to (3.1*) (M=0, ･･･, ^-1) and (3.12) with vPNl=0 by
ShM=zShm＼VhN1





E=H,P, 3f=0,■･･,iVj-1, flINv §HN＼) ･
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Using vHm and vPH, (M=0, ･･･, Nu M'=0, ■■■, A^ ―l), we consider the equations


















Cr Or AL>Jpo, ■", -JpiVi-i, " J





VpAvp, uP~＼=(FP, up) + (Gp, uPy for any uP^HHQ)
VFx[vP, Up] = B5(t, vP, ZP) + Cp(t, vP, Up)+C2(t, vP, up);
Bf(t, vP, Hp) = (AtJ(t)dJVp, diup)-(APn+1(t)diVp, Up)+l(vP! uP)
(3.26c) Cp(t, vP, UP)=N1(idtAP(t))vp, uP)
lSpP^{vP), -,SpPNNUivP), 0















fulfil ^HO ＼Vp) S^＼(vp)
<C'＼＼vp＼＼l-i;
, Sg${(vp), 0




provided that i)P<=HL ＼Q). Here and hereafter, C means various constants
depending on Xm, ■･･,XHNv APo,■■■,XPNl^, MJJt), MS(K), ^ and 80. By (3.27)
with L―2, we have
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(3.28) IVf[vP, up] |^C'WvpUupIU .
From the fact that Bf[vP, Vp]^'8l/2＼＼vp＼＼lfor any AyA^ and Schwartz's in-
equality, there exists X^^Xp" such lhat
(3.29) V^[_vp,vp]^^＼＼vp＼＼＼for any vP^H＼Q) and X>X(P2).













Applying the Lax and Milgram theorem to (3.25), we see that there exists a
unique vP satisfying (3.25) provided that X>XPZ), and ＼＼vp＼＼i^C'A'.Furthermore,
we see that there exists a APS)}>2.p2)such that vp(eHN2~Ni(Q) and ＼＼vp＼＼Ni-Nl^
C'A' for any X^XPZ). If we put XPNl=X(P＼ then vP=vPNl is a solution to (3.24).
Therefore the system {vm, ･･･,vHnv vPq,･･･,vPN^＼is a solution to (3.1),so that
we have the first assertion of theorem. The second assertion can be proved
by employing the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.8 in [2]. This
completes the proof of the theorem. B
To prove the existence theorem in I£2([0,T); Q), we meet the following
problem:




for fixedt^Jdl. Existence and estimateof (3.31) follows from Theorem 3.1
with A/i=0 and Vh2=Vhi=R, vPl=0. Namely we have the followingtheorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let L be an integer e[2, K~＼.Assune that(A.1)-(A.3) are valid.
Then, there existsa ^0 depending only on 8U 80, F, MJK) and MS{K) essentially
such that for any XH, XP^XQ and given fE^HL~＼Q) and gE<=HL-%l＼r) (E=H, P),
(3.31) admits a unique solution u = (un, uP)<=HL(Q)xHL(Q) for any tej and
(3.32)
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＼＼uH＼＼i+＼＼uP＼＼t^C S (II
E=H,P
where C = C(8U d0,r, MM, MS(K)).
/Eil£-2 + ≪£tf≫i-3/2)
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§4. The energy inequalities of higher order.
We shall prove Theorem 1.2. Since we can prove the theorem in the same
way as in §4 of [2], we shall give an outline of the proof. Put 2^L^K.
We assume that 2eC"(/; Hl{Q)) where /―[0. T―e] and e is any number
e(0, T). First, let us consider the case that L―2. Differentiating (N) with
respect to t and applying (2.1) to the resulting equations we have
(4.1) E(t, 9,2(0)^ {£(0,dtu(O))+E^^＼＼＼dtfE(sW-h((dtgE(s)})U)ds
+ cS＼＼＼D*uH(sW+mP(sW+＼＼Ms)＼＼i)ds}
Jo
and (1.9). Here we have used (Ap. l)-(Ap. 3) of [2]. Applying Theorem 3.2
to the equations (N) and using (Ap. l)-(Ap. 3) of [2], we have
(4.2) ＼＼UH(t)h+＼＼UP(t)h^C{ 2 (＼＼fE(t)＼＼+((gE(t)hl2)
E=H.P
+ Wd2tUH(t)＼＼+ ＼＼dtUH(t)＼＼i+＼＼dtUp(t)＼＼},
where C=C(du d0, F, JK(1, /)). Combining (4.1) and (4.2), we have






Applying Gronwall's inequality to (4.3), we have (1.8a). Using the mollifier
with respect t, we can remove the additional assumption: u^C°°(J;HL{Q)) in
the same way as in §4 of [2].
Let L be an integer ^3. We may assume that mgC°°(/; HL(Q)), because
by using the mollifierwith respect to t we can remove this additional assump-
tion. Differentiating (N) L ―1 times with respect to t and applying (2.1) to the
resulting equations, we have








and (1.9) for any tej. Here we have used (Ap. l)-(Ap. 3) of [2]. To get the
estimate of higher derivatives with respect x, differentiating(N) I times with
respect to t for 0^/^L―2, applying Theorem 3.2 to the resulting equations






+ ＼＼DL-iuH(t)＼＼ + ＼＼dt-*uP(t)＼＼+DL-*uP(t)＼＼2}
for t =J, Q£l£L-2. Note that ||m(0I|2^||m(0)||2+2['{{dtuisWds and the fact
0
(4.6) JK(1+^, I)^MX{K)+MS(K) for ^e(0, [n/2] + l-n/2) and n^2;
JK(1, I^M^+MsiK) for m=1.
Combining (4.4) and (4.5) and noting (4.6), we have (1.8b) by Gronwall's in
eaualitv. This comoletes the oroof of Theorem 1.2.
§5. An existence theorem of solution to (N).
In this section, we shall prove the following theorem:
Theorem 5.1. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4) are valid. Then, for any system of
data:
(£j/o,uH1, uPo, ]E, gE, i?=tf,p)eD2([0,T)),
(N) admits a unique solutionu=-(uH, MP)eI£2([0,T); Q).
Our proof is essentially the same as in Shibata Theorem 5.1 of [2]. As a
main step of our proof of Theorem 5.1, we shall prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Let s be any number e(0, T) and put /=[0, T―s], Assume
that (A.1)-(A.4) are valid. Let (um, uHl, uP0, fE> gE, e=h,p)^Dz(J) such that uH1
GlH＼Q). Then, there existsa unique u=(uH, uP)^E＼J; Q) satisfying the equa-
tions:
(5.D j.x(t)[um=h(t), Jip{t)mm=fp(t) in jxq,
^H{t)[_u{m=iH{t), Bp{t)iu(m=gp{t) on jxr,
UH(0)=Uun, dtUn(0)=Uni, uP(0)―uPn in Q.
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Assuming that Lemma 5.2 is valid, we can prove Theorem 5.1 by using the
approximation of initialdata in the same way as in [[2], p. 331-p. 332].
Proof of Lp:mma 5.2. Using the assumption: uH].<=H＼Q), we shall reduce
(5.1) to the problem with zero Cauchy data and /*(())=0, /P(0)=0 on F. Put
UH{t) = Um+tuHl, UP(t)= uP0, U(t)= (UH(t), UP{t)),FE(t)=fE(t)-JlE(t)[U(tn, GE(t)
=gE{t)-$E(t)[lJ(t)-]>E=H, P. Then, (0, 0, 0, FE, GE, k=h.p)^D＼J). If v(t)is






then u{t)―U{t) + v{t) satisfies (5.1). From this observation
existence of solutions to (5.1) in the case that (0, 0, 0,
shall prove the
e, e=h.p)<bD＼J).
The uniqueness of solutions follows from Theorem 2.1. Let JlE(t) and BaE{t)
(E=H, P) be operators having the coefficients defined in Lemma 2.3. Corre-
sponding to JLE(t)and &"E{t),we should approximate fE, gE (E―H, P) by smooth
functions in t, Employing the same argument as in [[2], p. 333], we construct
f'E and g'E {E=H, P) such that
(5.2a)
(5.2b)
f'E^C＼R; L＼Q)), dJ'E^L＼R; L＼Q)),
g'E^C＼R;H"＼D), dtg'E<=L＼R;H^＼n) (E=H, P);
f'E(t)=fE(t), gE(t), g'E(t)=gE(t) ts=J (E=H,P).
Furthermore, without loss of generality, we can assume that
(5.2c) f'is=0 for t£[-T, 2T], g'E=0 for *£[0,2T] (E=H, P).
(Since gE(0, x)=0, we can put g'E(t,x)=0, t£Q, E=H, P.) Let /c(0eC^([l, 2])
such that ≪(0^0 and
[K(t)dt=l. Using tc(t),we mollity f'E and g'E (E=H, P)
with respect to t,and we put them fE and gE (E=H, P). From the way of
making these, we have
(5.3)
(5.4)
gaE(O)=-Q on I1 for any a>0 (E=H, P);









2 (.＼＼dth(tW+{(dt?e(t)))U)dt^C for any <7Ge(0,Io)
JR E=H,P
where 20 is the same as in Lemma 2.3. Now, let ua be solutionsin J£2([Q,T] ; Q)
to the equations for each (7<e(0,2"O):
(5.6ffa) ^(0[2"(0]=/h(0, ^(0[S"(0]=M) in[0, T]xi2,
(5.6,b) ^&(0[2<J(0]=^(0, ^(0[≪<r(0]=rP(0 on [0, T]xT,
(5.6,c) ^(0)=at2Sr(0)=0, m^(0)=0 in fi.
Existence of the solutions to (5.6ff)is guaranteed by Theorem 2.1 of [1], be-
cause the compatibility condition of order 0 is satisfied. Furthermore, using























for all £e[0, T], £" is the energy norm for the operators ci&(?)and &%($) (E ―
H, P) and C denotes various constants indendent of a. From now on, we shall
prove that the limit of ua belongs to E2(J;Q). To this end we need the fol-
lowing lemma
Lemma 5.3. Put /'= [0, T]. Assume that (A.1)-(A.4) are valid. Let ua =
(uaHuaP) be functions in Ez{Jf; Q) satisfying (5.6). Then, there exists a u ―
(un, up)(eYu＼J' ; Q)XY°'＼J'; Q) such that DldtuH{t)^L＼J'; H~l'＼D), dtuP{t)
(=L＼Jf＼H＼Q)) and
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3ff(0)=3t5H(0)=0, wP(0)=0 in Q;
uaH{t)―> uH(t) weakly in H'2(Q) as a->0 for all t^J';
dtuaH(t)―>dtuH(t) weakly in H＼Q) as a―>0for all t^J
u"P(t)―> upif) weakly in H2(Q) as a-->0for all t^J';
&H(t)[u(ty＼=g'H(t) in the sense of Hiri(F) for all t<=J';
&i<t)[_Ut)~＼= Mp(t) in the sence of Hll＼D for all ml'.
Furthermore, if we put







d'iunit)―> vH{t) weakly in L＼Q) as <7->0 for all t^J';
dtuap(t)―> vP{t) weakly in L2{Q) as <7-*0for all t^J';




Proof of Theorem 5.3. Subtracting (5.6ff<)from (5.6,,)and applying (2.1)





Using (5.7) and (a) of Lemma 2.3, we see that {{uaH,uaP)}is a Cauchy sequence
in XU0(J'; Q)XX°'°(J';Q). By the completeness of Xl'＼J'; Q)XX°-＼J'; Q),
we can conclude that there exists a limit u ―{uH, MP)eP'°(/'; Q)xX°-＼J'; Q)
satisfying (5.9). Combining (5.6ffc)and (5.9) implies that (5.10) is valid. More-
over, employing the same argument as in [[2], p. 336-p. 337], we see that
(5.11) and following facts are valid:






uH(t) and uP(t)are continuous on /' in the weak topology of H2(Q);
dtuH(t) is continuous on /' in the weak topology of H＼Q);
p//(0-w/Ks)||1+|iaJM7X0"9£M//(s)i|+ l!w.p(0-2p(s)||
£C＼t-s＼ for all t,s£/';
uH{t)^L°°(J';H＼Q))fMipW ; H＼Q)) ;
dtuH(t)EEL°°(J>;H＼Q))r＼Lip(J'')L＼Q));





for any £e/' (=[0, T1]). In fact, (5.9)implies that for any s>0 there exists a
rnnsfflnf Y. snrh 1"haf-
(5.23)
Ct rt
＼ ＼＼uH-uaH＼＼＼ds+ ＼＼＼uP-uaP＼＼2ds<e for any a<I.
Jo Jo




















Considering (5.7) and (5.23), we have (5.22). Combining (5.21) and (5.22) implies
that J/GrLOxFM(/';S) and DldtuH{t)(BL2Uf; H~li＼r)), dtuP(t)<=L2(J; H＼Q)).
In the same manner as in [[2] p. 337-p. 338], we can prove (5.12), (5.14) and
(5.15). Furthermore noting that AP{t)~l is continuous on /', we have the fol-
lowing fact, toor.
(5.19b) v/r(t) and vP(t) are continuous on /' in the werk topology of L＼Q).
Finally, we shall prove (5.16). To this end, employing the same argument as
in [[2], p. 339] and noting that d1＼＼uH＼＼21£＼＼nH＼＼^s)^C＼＼uH＼＼lco＼＼uP＼＼2£(AP(s)ilP,uP)
<CUA2 for anv Un&HKQ), uP(=L2(Q), se/, C = C(MJK), MS(K)), we see
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that our task is only to prove that
(5.24) limpff(OII2+l|3JSH(OI!!(o) + !l^(OII'(o)=|[///(0)|[2+||/l^O)-1/p(0)|L|(o,




Hence, to obtain (5.24) it is sufficientto prove that








Noting that £(0,a£Mff(0)=l|5fMMOII2+ll3tW?/(OIL!(o) + l!9^?,(0!ll(o), from (5.8) and
(5.27) we have
＼＼dtnUtW+＼＼dtmi(tWno, + ＼＼dtmt)＼＼h^
£ectEa(0, dtua(0)) + CUa(t)+Sa(t).
where Sa(t)=ectR"(t)+C＼t＼. Since
＼CfaP(0),A°Pa(0)-if°M)-(fp(0), AP(0rfP(0))＼
^II/K0)-/p(0)||[|APa(0yifP(0)＼＼ + i(/p(0), d&m-MO))!,






where S(t)=ectR*(t)+C＼t＼ for t^J. By (5.11b) and (5.14a, b)
(5.29) ≫^(OII§+ll3t2ff(OII.?(o)+ l|tJpWII}(o)
^liminf(||5f^(OII8+l|3t^(OII.!(o) + ||9ta?.a)lll(o,)






Since ect-^l and S(t)-≫Oas f-≫0+, (5.26) follows from (5.30), which completes
the proof of Lemma 5.3. ■
From (5.13) and (5.14) we see that
(5.31a) ^/K0["(0]=/h(0 in the sense of L＼Q) for almost all fe/';
(5.31b) ^p(O[m(O]=/p(O in the sense of L＼Q) for almost all t^J
If we prove that u<=E2(J; Q), we see that ii satisfies(5.1). To this end, we
use a mollifier with respect to t. Let p(t) be a function in C"([―2, ―1]) such
that ＼p(t)dt=l. Put ioa(0=5-1/o(5-10, us(t, x)―[ps(t-s)u(s, x)ds. Note that
us&C^iJ; H＼Q)) provided that 0<5<s/2. Using (5.12) and (5.31) and applying
(1.8a) to u$―u5>, we have
(5.32) lll(a≪-2≪'X0IIIS^C{|||(23-2,0(0)|||5+/≪.,.}








+ I ReoU ― Reb'U 10,0,j~＼~(.Sesu―Ses'W)0, 1/2,j
[ (＼＼dt(R£Su(t)-RES'U(t)W+idt(SESil(t)-SES-u(tWu2)dt}
J.T
#*32=^M-Ms[2])3, SEdu = $ E[ud~]-($E[u^)s (E=H,P).
By Lemma 4.1 of [2] we see that Id,d'―>0as d, 5'―>0. In the same manner as
in [[2], p. 335], by (5.16) we can prove that
(5.36) ＼＼＼(ud-u5l)(0)＼＼＼t―^0 as d, 3'->0.
Letting d, d'―>0in (5.32), we see that {u8} is a Cauchy sequence in E＼J; Q).
This implies that us^u in £2(/; Q), which completes the proof of the Lemma
5.2 n
Using Theorem 1.2,Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 5.1,we can prove Theorem
1.1 for L^3 in the same manner as in §6 of [2], so that we may omit the
proof.
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